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Tools needed

Benefits of tier™ flooring

LEVELS
Spirit level, laser level or pipe levels

HAND TOOLS
Hammer or Mallet

UTILITY KNIFE
or Laminate floorboard cutter

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Rigid 
CarbideCore™ 

centre.

Heat resilient, 
even in direct 

sunlight.

Easy Click 
installation 

system.

Unrivaled 
waterproof 

features.

Free of volatile 
organic 

compounds.

Can be cut 
with utility 

knife or lam-
inate floor-

board cutter.

Floor and wall 
application.

Antimicrobial 
protection.

New unique 
stability
features.

Plan your board laying direction for your project.

It is common practice to install tier™ flooring in the direction that natural light enters the room, this is typically per-

pendicular to a window.

In a narrow room such as a corridor, install boards along the length of the room.

Areas of more than 400 m² will require at least one expansion joint, smaller areas do not require expansion joints, 

even between rooms.

Check door and door frame clearances before installation.

Measure the room carefully to determine if the room is square; if not, the last floorboard width will need to be cut 

to match the edge of the room.

Decide which side of the room will have the last line of floorboards, it may appear more attractive to have this line 

at the outer edge of the room, away from adjacent rooms.

Estimate the width of the last floorboard, if this is less than 50 mm, start the first line of floorboards by cutting them 

in half down the length so that the last line of floorboards will be wider than 50 mm.

One should stagger the perpendicular joints by cutting the first floorboard in each line, for example, at consecutive 

lengths of 300 mm, 600 mm, 900 mm then a full floorboard. Alternatively, the offcut from the final floorboard of 

the previous line can be used as the starting piece of the next line. It is, however, recommended that perpendicular 

joints in adjacent lines should be spaced 300 mm apart.



Wear suitable safety or protective equipment in compliance with local legislation.

Most surfaces are not perfect and tier™ flooring will follow the shape of the surface on which it is installed.

tier™ flooring will not show minor imperfections from the surface on which it is applied due to the rigidity provided 

by the CarbideCore™. 

Gaps between tiles or minor imperfections in a screed surface will not show on the surface of tier™ flooring.

Remove carpet staples, nails and glue from the installation surface.

If you suspect that your installation surface might not be suitable, use a straightedge to identify high and low points.

Small imperfections in some surfaces can be corrected with a belt sander, large imperfections can be corrected with 

a standard or self-levelling screed.

The installation surface should provide a barrier to exterior moisture and be fully cured before installing tier™ floor-

ing.

Clean and dry the installation surface before installation.

tier™ flooring is dimensionally stable at room temperatures, it is therefore not necessary to acclimatise tier™ flooring 

before installation.

tier™ flooring does not require an underlay, however the installation surface must provide a suitable condition base 

for the planned use of the room.

5 mm spacers should be placed, or 5 mm gaps left, around the perimeter of the flooring area to allow for expansion 

and contraction due to temperature changes.

Start in the appropriate corner typically beginning with a line of full width boards, note that the opposite end of the

laying area will be cut to fit the last space.

If your tier™ flooring has a tongue and groove fit system, the grooves should face outward from the starting corner 

or edge. 

Continue down the line of floorboards laying each subsequent floorboard end to end until the opposite edge of the 

room is reached.

A tapping block (an offcut of tier™ is perfect) and a rubber hammer or mallet can be used to carefully tap the floor-

board into the preceding groove.

The offcut from the last piece of the line may be used to start the next line of floorboards, depending on the instal-

lation plan.

Installation
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It is common practice to install tier™ flooring in the direction that natural light en-
ters the room, this is typically perpendicular to a window.

The final piece of flooring should also be at least 300 mm long. The first floorboard in the line can be cut to adjust 

the length of the last. It is advisable to establish an approximation of this before the last line is installed.  

Your tier™ flooring stockist can provide you with available accessories, such as transition, height-change and skirting 

mouldings.



5 mm spacers should be placed around the 
perimeter of the flooring area to allow for ex-
pansion and contraction due to temperature 
changes.

Maintenance
Sweep or vacuum loose debris regularly.

Polishes and waxes have no effect on the surface of tier™ flooring therefore they are not recommended.

For stubborn dirt, mop your tier™ floor using a low concentration mixture of water and dish washing liquid and 

remove excess water from mopping.

tier™ flooring is highly water resistant but if a spill occurs, soak up the liquid promptly.

High traffic areas may wear more quickly, keeping these areas free of dirt and debris is recommended.  

tier™ flooring is extremely scratch resistant but for peace of mind use felt pads beneath furniture.

If you plan to move heavy furniture, lift the furniture when moving it.

Damaged high heel shoes can cause damage to your tier™ floor.

If your floor is completely flooded and water penetrates beneath your tier™ flooring, lift your flooring up, clean and 

dry the surface beneath the tier™ flooring, then reinstall your tier™ flooring.
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To cut a tier™ floorboard, use a utility knife or 
laminate floorboard cutter and deeply score 
the planned cutting edge with the blade, 
place the floorboard on a raised edge fully 
supporting the length of board along the 
line of the score mark and sharply press the 
raised edge of the floorboard to snap it off.
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To cut a tier™ floorboard, use a utility knife or laminate floorboard cutter and deeply score the planned cutting edge 

with the blade, place the floorboard on a raised edge fully supporting the length of board along the line of the score 

mark and sharply press the raised edge of the floorboard to snap it off.

Use appropriate caution with the utility knife or laminate floorboard cutter. 

This method of cutting tier™ floorboards is similar to that of cutting a tile or glass; the cut edge can be extremely 

sharp and care must be taken to avoid injury from the sharp edge whilst cutting and, subsequently, when laying the 

floorboard.

Remove the spacers around the perimeter of the flooring area.

Apply the desired skirting or quarter round along the perimeter of the flooring area to conceal the expansion gaps.

Retain excess boards in the event of unforeseen accidents, store them laid flat, in a cool, dry area.


